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FULL-LENGTH STANDALONE!When Georgia sets foot on the Spearsâ€™ family estate claiming to
be the late Anthony Spearsâ€™ daughter, all hell breaks loose. While Anthonyâ€™s widow Wanda
takes to Georgia immediately, Anthonyâ€™s stepdaughter, Osana, refuses to believe Georgia is
Anthonyâ€™s daughter and sets off to prove her suspicions to protect Anthonyâ€™s estate.Georgia
is thrown off track when she comes face to face with Kel, a man from her past who sheâ€™s always
loved. Kel loves Georgia as well but is not sure that they belong together. Yet, the more they try to
fight their feelings, the more they realize their love will never go away. Georgia finally realizes that
having money does not bring instant happiness and that blood is not always thicker than water.
Warning: This book contains a hot gardener, a conniving stepdaughter, an obsessed nephew, and a
sexy billionaire.
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Much of what the other reviewers have listed as plusses for this book is what has prevented me
from even finishing reading it. I got 50% through the book and had to stop reading because I felt I
was torturing myself. There are way too many plot twist shoved into this one book and many are

extremely difficult to keep track of. Between Teddy and Georgia; Wanda, Ulysses and Osana;
Osana and Shad; Georgia and Kel it was all too much.

Georgia life wasn't what it should have been thanks to her uncle Teddy. I will never understand why
a man could be that jealous of his brother that he would rob him of the child he felt he deserved.
The drama is on point. I enjoyed myself.

It's Dynasty and Dallas rolled into 1....this is soap opera on a tablet....these bunch of people will
keep you turning the pages faster than you can text...the patriarch passes away which is sad
because he seems to be the sanest and most lovable of all the cast of characters..his passing
opened up Pandora's box..literally and figuratively....lets see...the grieving widow has sex with the
messed up nephew whose engaged to her daughter...the grieving brother who secretly hates his
deceased brother...don't want to give too much away.hmmmm...did I mention the long lost daughter
who may or not be the heir apparent...juicy stuff..quick afternoon guilty pleasure

Georgia is thirty four years old and thinks her father abandoned her and her mother who was a maid
for her father Anthony's family. Anthony's father had groomed him to take over the family's business
and a choice had to be made. Georgia never got over her father leaving them and grew up hating
rich people and their snotty ways. She is met with resistant when she is introduced to her deceased
father's family. His widow will take to Georgia but she will have to put up with a half sister from hell!
Not all is lost when a love prospect appears on the horizon. This author has once again penned an
exciting read that kept me thoroughly entertained!!!

Wanda, Ulysses, Osana and Shad there was a lot of steaminess going on here. Shad was always
trying to get with Osana but she was in love with Ulysses who couldn't keep his hands off Wanda.
You will be amazed at the twisting plot between Wanda Ulysses and Osana you won't see it
coming!Kel and Georgia worked hard to get over the past. They started to ignite that spark between
them but how far did they get? You'll have read to find out! The chemistry between these two is
evident.
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